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**Background** Childhood obesity is a global epidemic and Malta is no exception. Despite local awareness, not all children seen at the general hospital’s children’s outpatients (COP) have their height and weight measured. In the latest Health Behavior in School Children (HBSC) report, Malta has the highest percentage of overweight and obese children in 11, 13 and 15-year-old youths. Consequently, these children are likely to progress into overweight and obese adults, with an increased risk of developing non-communicable diseases such as hypertension, diabetes and other complications at a younger age.

**Objectives** The aim of clinicians is to manage children holistically and, therefore, this should include appropriate weight assessment and management. This study was designed to gauge the prevalence of doctors’ documentation of overweight and obesity with or without appropriate advice and referral, in children attending general Children’s Outpatients. The NICE guideline on Obesity: identification, assessment and management (CG189), was used as the criterion to which we compare our local practice.

**Methods** The NICE guideline on obesity was used to define overweight and obesity and WHO Growth Standards for 0–5 years and the 2007 WHO child growth reference charts for 5–19 years were used. A cross-sectional study was conducted over 10 weeks between January and March 2020. Data on age, gender, weight, height, percentiles/BMI, doctor grade, presenting complaint, appointment frequency and previous anthropometric documentation were collected from clinical notes. All children attending general COP, between 2–15 years of age and free from chronic medical illnesses affecting BMI were included.

**Results** In 418 patients, weight and height were documented in 64.8% and 58.1% respectively, while percentiles were documented in 17.0%. Furthermore, BMI was documented in just 1.2% of cases, and 32% no anthropometric measurements documented whatsoever. Moreover, 29.7% of children who were previously flagged up as obese/overweight were not followed-up, and only 12% who were documented as obese, were investigated, albeit incompletely. Only 7% of known overweight children had dietary advice documented in their notes.

**Conclusions** COP’s services are not attaining the standard as per current guidelines, which suggest that all children should be screened for obesity opportunistically. We recommend the distribution of a dietary guidelines leaflet to parents, with additional advice on 60 minutes of daily moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA), limiting screen time to less than one hour a day, adequate sleep and healthy nutrition and beverage choice. Furthermore, continuous medical education for doctors will help when giving sustainable advice during follow ups. This audit stresses the urgent need of a child obesity clinic in Malta. Within a child obesity clinic, professional help may be provided with multi-disciplinary input, for effective management programmes of childhood obesity, including the use of FDA-approved pharmacotherapy and bariatric surgery. Only this will help prevent children with obesity to grow into obese adults with all the social, physical, mental and economic implications associated with it.
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**Background** Even before the coronavirus pandemic young people were increasingly attending Paediatric Emergency Departments (PED). A spectrum exists regarding the pandemic’s impact on adolescents. All have experienced disruption to education, some additional worries or concerns for family or friends and others have attended PED with new and/or worsening mental health difficulties.

**Objectives** In response to the increasing numbers and needs of adolescent patients attending PED we created a program to upskill the PED team to help them provide the best care for this patient group. To identify which young people required additional support and/or signposting to resources we aimed to undertake a HEEADSSS (Home, Education, Eating, Activities, Drugs, Sex, Suicide, Safety) screening assessment on all 12–15 years old attending PED.

**Methods** An online questionnaire generated baseline data around staff confidence using HEEADSSS and managing
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